### Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Injector

**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement for the original with no wiring modifications required

- Replace only the worn injector, not the exhaust assembly
- Includes DEF injector, feed line cup and mounting clips for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- DEF no longer injected into system, improper NOx reduction in system, drivability issues, truck enters limp mode

**904-504**
2011-16 F Super Duty 6.7L and 2015-18 Transit 3.2L
Pop Code: D | VIO: 853,021

### Loaded Knuckles

**LINE EXTENSION**

Pre-pressed assembly includes all necessary components ready for install right out of the box

- Eliminates work required to replace individual corroded components
- No need for shop press to perform complete bearing repair
- Precision-engineered to match the dimensions of original equipment

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Rust and collision damage, knocking, uneven tire wear

**698-414**
Mazda CX-7 2012-07, Mazda CX-9 2015-07
Pop Code: W | VIO: 851,583

### HVAC Control Modules

**LINE EXTENSION**

Easy-to-install, plug-and-play repair solution - no dealer programming necessary

- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Dark display, inability to change modes, temperature, and fan speed

**599-214**
Ford F-150 2003-97
Pop Code: B | VIO: 2,260,184

### Lane Departure Warning Seat Actuator

**LINE EXTENSION**

Restores full functionality to the lane departure warning system and turns off the error warning caused by the failure of the original part

- Original style electrical connector plugs in and requires no wiring modifications
- Durable construction ensures a reliable service life

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Internal electrical wire failure alerts the service driver assist system warning on dash board

**926-368**
2019-15 Full Size GM Trucks - Escalade, Silverado, Sierra, Suburban, Tahoe, Yukon
Pop Code: B | VIO: 4,502,955
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## Coolant Air Bleeder

**LINE EXTENSION**  **OVER 25 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**OE PROBLEM:** The plastic original equipment coolant bleeder housing eventually fails when it becomes brittle and cracks, allowing coolant to leak.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Air bleeder valve and pipe O-ring included for a complete repair solution

**902-301HP**
- Chrysler 300 2005-06, Dodge Charger 2010-06, Dodge Magnum 2008-06
- Pop Code: A | VIO: 207,241

**OE FIX**
- By upgrading the material from plastic to aluminum, this improved coolant bleeder housing is more durable than the original design.
- Air bleeder valve and pipe O-ring included for a complete repair solution

## Engine Valve Covers

**LINE EXTENSION**  **OVER 40 SKUS AVAILABLE**

**OE PROBLEM:** The plastic original equipment coolant bleeder housing eventually fails when it becomes brittle and cracks, allowing coolant to leak.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Cracks, warpage and oil leaks

**264-964**
- Pop Code: B | VIO: 1,944,916

## Body A-Pillar Trim Panel

**LINE EXTENSION**

Direct replacement restores like-new appearance to the windshield pillar when the original has become deformed or detached.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Panel warps or cracks over time, missing or damaged trim

**926-450**
- Ford Explorer 2018-11
- Pop Code: B | VIO: 888,522

## Steering Shafts

**LINE EXTENSION**  **OVER 75 SKUS AVAILABLE**

New U-joints feature precision needle bearings for smooth, silent operation and reliable performance.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Clunking or binding in steering system, unable to steer vehicle properly

**425-366**
- Pop Code: C | VIO: 1,079,360

## Truck Bed Molding

**LINE EXTENSION**  **OVER 40 SKUS AVAILABLE**

Matches the original bed rail cover in color and texture.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Collision damage or wears over time

**926-941**
- Ford F-150 2008-05, Lincoln Mark LT 2008-07
- Pop Code: C | VIO: 1,601,536

## Radio Antenna Base Repair Kit

**LINE EXTENSION**

**OE PROBLEM:** When the original radio antenna breaks at the base, replacing it at the dealer is a labor-intensive operation requiring the entire antenna assembly to be routed through the dashboard.

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Poor radio reception due to mast being detached from vehicle

**926-114**
- 2007-99 Full Size GM Trucks - Escalade, Silverado, Sierra, Suburban, Tahoe, Yukon
- Pop Code: C | VIO: 8,559,931

**OE FIX**
- This antenna mast repair kit fixes a broken antenna externally without the hassle of working under the dashboard by leaving the original antenna cable in place.
- Includes everything required to repair existing antenna base
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